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WALTER G. LAUNCHES RUG COLLECTION AT DENFAIR
Exclusively with Cadrys
The latest collaboration for Cadrys is with the incredibly talented textile designers Genevieve
Hewson and Lauren Emerson of Walter.g. The Walter G x Cadrys Contemporary Collection
will be launching at this year’s Denfair in Melbourne.
Sharing a common interest in antique textiles, weaving and traditional values it was only a
matter of time before they crossed path with The Cadrys, whose appreciation, integrity and
knowledge would underscore the creative energy of this collaboration.
The opportunity of working together with the youngest rug addict of the clan Jared Cadry,
whose own passion for design and authentic interpretation has resulted in the creation of an
original collection of rugs, hand knotted in Nepal on The Cadrys private looms.
Utilising the highest quality material, such as Tibetan Highland Wool, Natural Nettle, Hemp &
Linen AND Chinese Silk rugs impart a refined, relaxed and highly layered appearance unique
to this range.
Walter G has always described their brand as lived-in, imperfect, timeless, relaxed and
artisanal. Their textile creations are developed hands-on with a team of Indian artisans &
completely hand block-printed. These designs that have now been transformed into pieces
of art which can now become the foundation of your home via Cadrys rugs.
The collection consists of five striking and authentic designs that represent the essence of
Walter.G textiles and colours, with the Indigo colourway leading the collection.
The Cadry family continue as leaders in the field of Antique, Classic, Contemporary and
Custom rugs. With over 60 years of experience and knowledge they have been at the
forefront of rug design and curation, and are extending this expertise into commercial rug
opportunities for both the wholesale and wall to wall markets, across residential,
commercial and hospitality sectors.

Visit our stand at Denfair (stand 504) between 14-16th June in Melbourne or visit one of our
showrooms today.
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